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Mobility Exercises for Shin Splints

Outward ankle towel stretch

� Loop towel around forefoot.
� Pull foot outward until a gentle stretch is felt.
� Hold, relax, and repeat.

Perform 1 set of 4 repetition(s), twice a day.

Use Towel.
Hold exercise for 20 Seconds.
Rest 30 Seconds between sets.

Inward ankle towel stretch

� Loop towel around forefoot.
� Pull foot inward until a gentle stretch is felt.
� Hold, relax, and repeat.

Perform 1 set of 4 repetition(s), twice a day.

Use Towel.
Hold exercise for 20 Seconds.
Rest 30 Seconds between sets.

Front ankle stretch

� Stand at wall.
� Place top of involved foot down, toes pointed, as shown.
� Slowly lower body until stretch is felt in front of foot.
� Hold, relax and repeat.

Perform 1 set of 4 repetition(s), twice a day.

Hold exercise for 20 Seconds.
Rest 30 Seconds between sets.
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Runner stretch

� Stand facing wall, hands on wall.
� Step forward with foot of uninvolved leg, leaning hips toward wall.
� Keep rear leg straight with heel on floor.

Perform 1 set of 4 repetition(s), twice a day.

Hold exercise for 20 Seconds.
Rest 30 Seconds between sets.

Soleus stretch

� Stand, left leg in front of right.
� Face wall, hands on wall for support.
� Slowly bend knees, keeping heels on floor, as shown, until stretch is felt.
� Repeat with right leg in front.

Perform 1 set of 4 repetition(s), twice a day.

Hold exercise for 20 Seconds.
Rest 30 Seconds between sets.

Elastic double ankle pull out

� Sit with knees straight, calves supported, as shown.
� Loop elastic around forefeet.
� Pull forefeet outward against elastic.
� Return to start position and repeat.

Special Instructions:

Do not allow legs to rotate.

Perform 3 sets of 10 repetition(s), once every other day.

Use red Elastic.
Rest 1 Minute between sets.
Perform 1 repetition every 4 Seconds.
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Elastic ankle pull up

� Sit as shown, knee straight, calf supported.
� Attach elastic to secure object and loop around forefoot.
� Pull foot toward shin, against elastic.
� Return to start position and repeat.

Perform 3 sets of 10 repetition(s), once every other day.

Use red Elastic.
Rest 1 Minute between sets.
Perform 1 repetition every 4 Seconds.

Elastic ankle pull in

� Sit with knee straight, calf supported, as shown.
� Attach elastic to secure object and loop around forefoot.
� Pull forefoot inward against elastic.
� Return to start position and repeat.

Special Instructions:

Do not allow leg to rotate.

Perform 3 sets of 10 repetition(s), once every other day.

Use red Elastic.
Rest 1 Minute between sets.
Perform 1 repetition every 4 Seconds.

Tubing gas pedal

� Sit with foot supported as shown.
� Place elastic around ball of foot.
� Push against elastic.
� Return to start position and repeat.

Perform 3 sets of 10 repetition(s), once every other day.

Use red Elastic.
Rest 1 Minute between sets.
Perform 1 repetition every 4 Seconds.
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